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Abstract: 

This article examines policies and ideas of European settlement in Africa through the lens of imperial

rhetoric and nationalist  imaginations in Portugal  during the first  decades of Salazar’s dictatorship.

Even though European settlement in Africa was under discussion since Brazil’s independence, the

debate was invigorated in the 1930s. This article will  place the renewed interest within the wider

context of transnational migration, world economic crisis and inter-European competition for colonial

dominance before the Second World War. Although European settlement was perceived as necessary

both in terms of domestic social regulation and international competition at the time, state-sponsored

settlements in Portuguese Africa were not a reality until the worldwide process of decolonization had

started. On the contrary, not only did Portuguese political elites not invest in settlement schemes but

they actually adopted measures to curb migration to the colonies up until 1945, contradicting their

imperialist rhetoric at home. I will argue that the contradiction between rhetoric and practice needs to

be analysed in light of the growing desire to intensify control over space and people in European

settlements in Africa. Barriers to block undesirable migrants from the metropole were only one part of

the process  of  forcing an idealised vision of  Portugal  and Portugueseness into reality  in  both the

colonies and the metropole. This article concludes that  policies and ideas of European Settlement

cannot be dissociated from the anti-urban rhetoric and anti-modernising agenda of Estado Novo. 

Keywords:  European  settlement,  nationalism,  imperial  rhetoric,  Portuguese  New  State,

migration
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Introduction

After the recognition of Brazil’s independence in 1825, the idea of creating a ‘New

Brazil’ in Africa began to take shape in Portugal. Primarily fuelled by commercial companies,

it found resonance within political circles. In the view of the minister of Colonies in office in

late  1835,  the  Viscount  of  Sá  da  Bandeira,  European  settlement  in  Africa  was  vital  to

compensate the Portuguese economy from the damage caused by the secession of the former

colony.1 Yet, advocates of migration-oriented settlement colonialism like Sá da Bandeira were

met with resistance from those who favoured an exploitation-oriented occupation of Africa.2 

Both  groups had access  to  political  power,  which  was constantly  changing hands.

From the end of the Civil War (1828-1834) to 1930, more than 100 different governments

took  office  in  Portugal.  The  country  experienced  several  successful  and attempted  coups

d’état, as well as revolts and tumults. The constitutional monarchy gave place to a republican

parliamentary regime – the so-called First Portuguese Republic – in 1910. In 1926, the latter

was  replaced  with  a  military  dictatorship,  in  line  with  the  two  previous  but  short-lived

authoritarian interludes in early 1915 and from December 1917 to December 1918. Bringing

together a heterogeneous group of non-aligned conservative republicans, royalists of different

varieties and radical nationalists, the movement behind the overthrow of the First Portuguese

Republic soon became afflicted with internal struggles for power and was unable to clearly set

out  common political  aims  and objectives.  The uncertainty  of  the  future  direction  of  the

military  dictatorship  dissipated  in  1930  when  the  then  minister  of  Finance,  António  de

Oliveira Salazar, consolidated his position within the government: supervising his colleagues’
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portfolios and with a solid personal power base, Salazar had gathered the necessary conditions

to set about establishing the Estado Novo (‘New State’, 1933-1974).

 In  view of  the political  and social  instability  between Brazil’s  independence  and

1930,  European  settlement  in  the  African  colonies  was  not  a  chief  priority  topic  on  the

political  agenda during this  period.  The few  settlement  projects  that  had left  the drawing

board reflected the views of those in authority at the time of their implementation rather than

a clear  national  policy  guideline.3 In  the  1930s  the  debate  on  European  settlement  in

Portuguese  Africa  gained  a  new  momentum,  attracting  unprecedented  attention beyond

colonial circles. This article will first introduce the national and international framework of

this renewed interest in European settlement in Africa, placing it within the wider context of

transnational migration, world economic crisis and inter-European competition for colonial

dominance before the Second World War.  Although European settlement was  perceived  as

necessary both in terms of domestic  social  regulation and international  competition at the

time, state-sponsored settlements in Portuguese Africa were not a reality until the 1950s. This

article  will  look at  the  tension  between  Estado Novo’s  imperialist  rhetoric  and European

settlement practices, exposing its contradictions. I will show how these contradictions were

related to the desire to intensify control over space and people, preventing the settlement of

undesirable  population  groups  that  could  undermine  the  coloniser's  prestige.  Finally,  this

article will attempt to demonstrate that European settlement was conceived only in terms of a

socially conservative ideal of Portugueseness, grounded on an ideology of romanticised rural

spaces.

Between Closed and Open-doors 
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Several  related  circumstances  contributed  to  the  renewed  interest  in  European

settlement.  Chief  among  these  was  the  increasing  concern  with  population  growth  in

mainland  Portugal,  as  well  as  with  the  potential  for  conflict caused  by  the  rise  of  rural

unemployment, landlessness and poverty. 4 Although none of these problems was new, they

had been mitigated by emigration. From 1890 to 1930 nearly 1.5 million of Portuguese left

their homeland, mainly to Brazil and the USA.5 Both destination countries gradually adopted

restrictive  immigration  legislation.  In  the  USA,  the  Immigration  Act  of  1929 limited  the

entrance  to  150,000  new  migrants  per  year,  of  which  only  440  could  be  Portuguese  in

accordance  with  the  strict  national  quotas  established  in  1921 and amended in  1924.6 In

Brazil, the newly established dictatorial government of Getúlio Vargas suspended the issuing

of  new visas  for  foreigners  travelling  in  third class,  unless  they held  a  certified  letter  of

invitation, in December 1930.7 A system of national quotas was introduced in 1934.8 Even

though linguistic  and cultural  affinity  granted the Portuguese migrants  an advantage  over

migrants from other backgrounds in Brazil, the number of new immigrants allowed per year

remained low. 9 Moreover, by then an appalling vision on the effects of restrictive migration

legislation had been prolifically spread. Portuguese population growth amounted to 1.3% per

year in the 1930s, as in the previous decade, but alarming estimations that circulated in the

mainstream press conveyed the impression that the growth rate had drastically accelerated.10

The advantages and pitfalls of directing the existing migration flows to Portuguese Africa had

been discussed since the mid-nineteenth century. Yet, as these migration flows were barred at

their usual destination, directing them to Portuguese Africa became increasingly seen as the

necessary solution for surplus population.

The renewed interest in migration and settlement was also fuelled by anxiety about an

‘alien invasion’ in Portuguese Africa,  especially Angola.  The number of foreign settlers –

particularly Germans, Italians, Belgians and Poles – had substantially increased since the mid-
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1920s.11 As the countries of origin of the most sizeable foreign communities were strongly

affected  by  the  Great  Depression  and  American  countries  had  closed  their  doors  to

immigration, it was feared that this  migrant  flow could further accelerate in the near future.

The  effects  were  widely  discussed  in  colonialist  circles.  The  economic  disadvantages  of

losing  control  over  the  most  fertile  soils  and  regions  advantageous  to  European  settlers'

acclimatisation were evident. However, the major concern was related to the loss of political

privileges and cultural influence in the colonies. The need to safeguard Portuguese colonial

rights and the "Portugueseness" of the territories and its European and African population was

enthusiastically debated during the Colonial Congress in 1930.12

In the following years, the distrust of settlers from other European origins grew deeper

chiefly due to the discussion on the redistribution of colonies. Rumours about the existence of

secret  negotiations  involving  Britain,  France,  Italy  and  Germany  to  appease  the  latter's

colonial  claims had multiplied since the initial talks of the Four-Power Pact took place in

Rome in early 1933. Although Germany demanded the return of its former colonies – then

League of Nations'  mandates administered mainly by Britain and France –,  an alternative

colony to be created at the expenses of Portuguese Angola and Belgian Congo was presented

and discussed in the press. Soon the redistribution of African possessions left the realm of

rumour.  In  1937,  the  newly  created  League  of  Nations'  Committee  on  Raw  Materials

recommended a freer circulation of capital, goods and labour in colonial territories and the

end of colonial protectionism in order to overcome the then existing imbalance in access to

raw materials, markets and outlets for surplus population.13 The idea of an open-door policy in

Africa  was  backed  by  the  British  Labour  Party,  which  was  also  part  of  Chamberlain’s

National Government then in power. Despite rejecting any transfer of territories to Germany,

the Advisory Committee on Imperial Questions of the Labour Party had suggested ‘a real

experiment of direct League administration in some selected area’ in Africa. The transference
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of  colonial  territories  from  national  to  international  government,  it  was  argued,  would

eliminate ‘the distinction between satisfied and unsatisfied Powers.’14 

The  end  of  the  Second  World  War  brought  new  challenges  to  reinvigorate  and

legitimise  colonial  rule  in  the  eyes  of  the  colonised  that  were  common  to  all  European

colonial powers. Yet, on the eve of the conflict, the Portuguese – as the Belgians – already

faced  the  need to  reinvigorate  and legitimise  their  colonial  rule  in  the  eyes  of  the  other

colonisers  to  counteract  proposals  for  the  internationalisation  of  their  largest  colony.

Increasing the number of national settlers was crucial in this process in both countries.

Changing Attitudes towards the Empire: Rhetoric vs. Action

As Vita Foutry has shown, the Belgian government encouraged emigration to Congo

from the  mid-1930s.  The Bureau  for  Colonisation  was  created  with  that  aim in  mind  in

January 1937. Later that year, an immigration and colonisation fund was set up in order to

support  the  establishment  of  new agricultural  enterprises  in  the  Congo.  The campaign  to

promote  European  settlement  with  Belgian  nationals  aimed  to  increase  the  number  of

Europeans  in  Africa,  ensuring  the  predominance  of  Belgians  in  comparison  to  other

Europeans and reducing the number of unemployed in the metropole. It benefited from an

expanding colonial propaganda apparatus devoted to change metropolitan attitudes towards

the empire and to excite colonial vocations.15

In  Portugal,  too,  colonial  propaganda  was  boosted  in  the  1930s,  especially  after

Armindo Monteiro was appointed as the minister of Colonies (1931-1935).16 Although the

association between colonialism and nationalist  discourses was not new, the new minister

took the galvanisation of the Empire and the colonial idea to a new level of rhetoric designed
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to reach a growing and wider audience.17 The discourse of Estado Novo’s political actors falls

in  line  with  the  triadic  structure  of  nationalist  rhetoric  theorised  by  Levinger  and Lytle,

juxtaposing visions of a glorious past, a degraded present and a rehabilitated future through

collective action.18 In brief, the Age of Discoveries had been the foremost expression of the

virtues and heroic spirit of the ‘Portuguese Race’. This glorious era had been followed by a

period of degradation and decadence caused by the penetration of foreign ideas, leading to the

abandonment of the imperial  mission. However,  a greater future could be achieved under

Estado Novo's political guidance by reversing the conditions that have been responsible for

degrading the nation. Following the example of their ancestors in the Discoveries Age, the

Portuguese  should  turn  to  the  Empire  once  again:  this  move  was  the  key  to  national

regeneration in economic, geopolitical and even spiritual terms. As Armindo Monteiro put it,

‘the colonies  can give us  everything  – from the collective pride, which is  what  makes  a

People great, to  the  certainty of employment,  the glory of the achievements, wealth,  well-

being, and  strength’.19 Also  Salazar  considered  the  colonies  as  ‘the  greatest  schools of

Portuguese nationalism’, claiming that first-hand contact with them was a tonic for patriotism

during an interview for the widely read Diário de Notícias. It is worth quoting at length: 

Most Army officers [and] all of those in whom it is necessary to keep the cult of

the Patria and the Race’s pride alive should go to the colonies. (...) If we want to

be a great colonial country [and]  see Angola as a Greater Portugal, we have to

change both [our] methods and mentality: we must go to our colonies as someone

who is not leaving one’s homeland, as someone who is not going abroad.20 

The intersection between Estado Novo’s rhetoric and action was complex,  though.

There was a clear discrepancy between the fervent appeals to ‘drive our life to the colonies’21

and the reality of the policies regarding migration to the colonies and settlement adopted by

the regime. 
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First, the Portuguese government did not conduct any project of European settlement

in  any  of  the  colonies  in  the  1930s  and  1940s.  Francisco  Vieira  Machado  (minister  of

Colonies,  1936-1944)  had  outlined  a  broad  project  of  European  settlement  in  Angola  in

1939.22 The  bill  was  submitted  for  appreciation  to  the  Corporative  Chamber  (Câmara

Corporativa, a consultative, non-binding chamber of the Parliament) and the High Council for

the  Empire  (Conselho Superior  do  Império,  also  a  consultative,  non-binding body). Even

though  it  was  generally  applauded  in  its  intentions,  Vieira  Machado's  project  was  never

promulgated. During the discussions in both consultative institutions, some members voiced

their criticism against a model of settlement entirely based upon the adoption of state-directed

policies. The ‘excesses' in the proposed model were a matter of concern: there was excess in

the selection of settlers, excess in the state's support given to settlers, and, most of all, excess

in expenditure. 23

Second, the Portuguese government  did not grant wide institutional support to any

private initiative project of European settlement in any of the colonies either. The lack of

governmental  support  hindered  the  development  of  communities  of  European  settlers  in

Portuguese Africa. Although a few spontaneous settlements materialised in Angola,24 other

private initiative attempts were doomed to failure from the very start due to the lack of initial

capital. In spite of some creative efforts  to circumvent  the problem,25 the only significant

settlement  project  put  into  practice  in  this  period  was  directed  by  a  large  capitalist

corporation:  the  Benguela  Railway  Company.  With  the  endorsement  of  the  Portuguese

government, the Benguela Railway Company took responsibility for establishing agricultural

settlements along its rail line in the Angolan Central Highlands. The terms of the project,

which was arranged in 1935, were extremely positive for the Portuguese government.26 The

government committed to make the future agricultural parcels around the railway available to

the Benguela Railway Company.  It  also paid for settlers'  passages from the metropole to
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Angola.  In  turn,  the  Benguela  Railway  Company  was  entirely  responsible  for  all  the

organisation of the settlement and for providing all the necessary assistance from the moment

the settlers landed, such as transport in Angola, accommodation, medical care, education or

technical support for agricultural. In this way, the governmental responsibility and investment

in the Benguela Railways Company' settlement project were insignificant.

Third, the Portuguese government did not facilitate free or spontaneous settlement (the

so-called colonização livre) until the aftermath of the Second World War. On the contrary, it

precluded  it  in  two  ways:  1)  control  over  migration  to  the  Portuguese  colonies  was

centralised, becoming tighter and 2) economic policies introduced by the 1930 Colonial Act,

according to which the colonies could not count on financial assistance from the metropole,

did not create pull factors to attract metropolitan people. Salazar had persevered with austerity

measures as the only acceptable solution for the economic crisis since he first took office at

the Ministry of Finances in 1928. Targeting Portugal’s longstanding national debt, which had

worsened during the First World War and weighted heavily on its underdeveloped economy,

the  former  Political  Economy  Professor  had  quickly  received  national  and  international

recognition.27 Colonial finances offered a particular challenge to Salazar’s plans. During the

First  Republic,  the  Portuguese  central  government  devolved  more  power  to  colonial

administrations.  The  position  of  governor-general  gave  place  to  the  high  commissioner:

besides being allowed to rule by decree and controlling the armed forced stationed in the

colony under his administration, the latter was also granted unprecedented financial autonomy

and thus  authorised  to  raise  loans  without  consulting  the  metropolitan  government.  Even

though high commissionership  was limited  to  Angola  and Mozambique,  the  effects  were

sizable. The modernising and developmental project initiated by high commissioner Norton

de Matos in Angola (1921-1923) – of which European settlement was central – was built on

loans in hard currency that were unsustainable. Angola’s deficit was out of control, a situation
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that the creation of a new currency for Angola – the so-called angolar – on the initiative of

high commissioner Vicente Ferreira (1926-1928) did not improve, let alone resolve. On top of

that, the demand for colonial raw materials decreased after the Wall Street Crash in 1929.

While making colonial governments solely responsible for assuring balanced budgets without

assistance  from  the  metropole,  the  Colonial  Act  of  1930  re-established  administrative

centralization  and introduced limitations  on foreign loans  to  the colonies.28 Defining land

settlement schemes, providing assisted passages from the metropole, building settlers’ homes

or granting installation allowances, creating transportation and communication infrastructures,

building hospitals or other facilities for medical assistance, building schools or erecting dams

to enable agriculture involved capital that the colonies could neither obtain from abroad nor

from the metropole. In short, settlement schemes required a substantial investment that  was

not compatible with Salazar’s policies of fiscal restraint. By relying on private initiatives such

as the 1935 Benguela Railway Company’ settlement scheme – which nevertheless required

official approval –, budget balance as imposed by the Colonial Act was not compromised. 

The lack of official commitment to accelerate European settlement in Africa before the

late 1940s was justified on the grounds of caution. It was repeatedly recalled that Portugal

was not  a  rich  country  and,  therefore,  could  not  spend money on projects  without  being

certain they would succeed. 29 From the government’s perspective, it was necessary to break

with the tradition of improvisation that had been the basis of previous Portuguese settlement

experiences. Modern colonisation required a systematic extensive study of the territories for

the sake of better planning to avoid repeating the same old mistakes, it was argued. In other

words, it required a more scientific approach to colonisation rather than an empiricist one. To

be sure, even previous settlement projects backed by scientific studies had turned out to be a

failure. Recent experiences in the Angolan highlands were a case in point. Shortly after taking

office as colonial  governor in Angola in  1907, Paiva Couceiro had appointed a technical
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commission  for  the  study  of  the  Benguela  plateau  and  its  opportunities  for  European

settlement. 30 The findings of this commission, which had been coordinated by physician and

naturalist José Pereira do Nascimento, were at the basis of Paiva Couceiro’s 1909 and Norton

de  Matos’s  1912  and  1920s  settlement  schemes.  From the  first  moment,  the  Portuguese

community in Angola discredited José Pereira do Nascimento's study, criticising the author's

limited knowledge of the area; Alfredo de Andrade, a geographer and agronomist that had

also taken part in the commission, was amongst the most vocal critics.31 By the late 1930s, a

report  for  the  National  Company  for  Development  proved  Alfredo  de  Andrade’s  initial

concerns were right: in spite of the fact that the climate was fit for Europeans, the chosen

locations were short in water and/or had soils that were too poor for agriculture.32 Mistakes of

the  past  gave  strength  to  the  official  position  in  the  face  of  the  many advocates  for  the

immediate occupation of the ‘colonisable zones’.

What is  remarkable here is that,  notwithstanding claiming to be unable to sponsor

settlement  schemes itself,  the Portuguese government  devoted much energy in preventing

others  from taking advantage  of this  official  inertia. The government  did not abdicate  its

special right and advantage in organising and disciplining European settlement in Portuguese

Africa. Introducing tighter rules for the approval of the potential settler and blocking private

initiatives  for  the  establishment  of  new  settlements  were  predicated  on  underlying

assumptions about who was appropriate and desirable for life in the colonies and how the

‘new Portugal’ in Africa should be created. As such, creating obstacles to hinder European

settlement  in  the  African  colonies  did  not  denote  indifference  but  rather  entailed  an

intensification of discipline and control over colonial space and people in white nuclei in the

tropics. It was, thus, part of a process of forcing an idealised vision of a ‘new Portugal’ in

Africa into reality in a context of authoritarianism in which the State saw itself as the sole

legitimate agent to direct the political, economic and social life of the nation. 
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Controlling People and Space

In  1930,  a  year  before  being  nominated  minister  of  Colonies,  Armindo  Monteiro

visited Angola as a representative of the ministry of Finances in order to study the economic

crisis in the colony. It was his first time in Luanda. His first impressions were of astonishment

and revulsion, as he reported to his chief, Salazar. In the letter, he grumbled about the state of

the public accounts he was auditing. He lamented the effects of the revolt led by a group of

autonomist settlers against the colonial governor earlier that year, which he said could still be

felt.33 He mentioned rumours about foreign citizens prospecting the colony’s mines and about

German, Italian, and Polish farmers in Benguela region hoisting their flags and speaking their

languages only, as if they were not in a Portuguese territory. Yet,  his main complaint was

Luanda’s  population,  who  he  described  as  ‘bad-looking  [and]  bad-minded’.  Armindo

Monteiro  expressed  horror  at  the  sight  of  convicted  deportees  (degredados)  sent  from

Portugal.  He blamed them for  ‘misleading the  people  and undisciplining  the Black’.  The

common settler was not spared criticism: in Monteiro’s view, they resembled ‘the barbers of

Portugal’s villages’ and did not give a good image of the Portuguese either.  Deportees and

unsophisticated  and  illiterate  settlers  were  blamed  for  the  backwardness  of  Portuguese

colonial rule in Luanda.34 

As minister of Colonies, Armindo Monteiro intended to rectify this situation. First, the

deportation of convicts to Angola from the metropole was eradicated in 1932, even though the

colony continued to receive deportees from other non-European provenance until 1954. The

motives for putting an end to the centuries-old practice are explained in the preamble of the

decree. The deportation of convicts to Angola had high monetary and social costs for both the
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metropole and the colony. While the former had to pay for their voyages, the latter received a

‘useless  mass  of  population’.  Yet,  notwithstanding  the  unfitness  for  colonisation  and

amorality  of  their  elements,  this  mass  of  population  was  not  considered  useless  in  the

metropole. Convicts’ labour was a valuable resource for agriculture and forestry in mainland

Portugal, even though in Angola their work ‘yields little or nothing’.35  In other words, in the

metropole, this workforce could be used for works that were reserved to African people in

Angola: being a forced agricultural labourer in the colonies, the European would be equated

to a native and maintaining racial distinction was of the utmost necessity to keep the European

population’s prestige.

Second, the ministry of Colonies created barriers to migration of potential settlers to

Africa.  New migrants had to have the assent of the security agency, which was in line with

the  measures  taken  to  increase  the  surveillance  of  white  settlers  and  repress  their

independence claims in Angola after the 1930 rebellion.36 Migrants without a guaranteed job

at the destination and without a guarantor responsible for paying their return to the metropole

in  the  case  of  difficult  adaptation  to  the  colony were  also ineligible.  Moreover,  illiterate

migrants  were barred.37 Therefore,  the human contingent  available  for migration  from the

overpopulated Portuguese rural areas was excluded: prevented from entering Brazil and the

USA due to their closed-doors policy, poor farmers were also considered unfit for settlement

in the Portuguese colonies. 

These  measures  attracted  much  criticism  in  the  mainstream  press  and  colonialist

circles alike since neither the population surplus in the metropole nor the lack of Europeans in

the colonies were alleviated. While for some the selection of settlers was excessive, others

believed that it was the State’s role to make the typical Portuguese emigrant fit for settlement,

investing in their training to overcome their shortcomings.38 Nevertheless, Armindo Monteiro

repeatedly defended his reservations about diverting Portuguese migration from its  typical
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destinations  to  the  colonies.  Despite  Francisco  Vieira  Machado’s  attempt  to  challenge

Portuguese settlement policies, the vision of his predecessor, Monteiro, prevailed after he left

the ministry and persisted until the aftermath of the Second World War. 

For Armindo Monteiro, the intensification of European colonisation in Angola and

Mozambique was neither a solution to increase the value of these territories in the short run

nor an answer for unemployment in the metropole. On the one hand, he argued that settlers

without capital or qualifications, who were sent to the colonies as part of wide state-sponsored

white colonisation projects, would become used to living on subsidies. Having found an easy

way to support themselves and their families, they would get lazy. On the other hand, a settler

without  capital  and  whose  only resource was his  ability  to work could not compete with

Africans,  who  were  more adapted to  the  tropical  climate. The  degradation  caused  by

situations of white unemployment would damage the image of the coloniser, undermining the

recognition of Europeans’ superiority in the eyes of the colonised. Instead of being a useful

agent of civilisation of the colonised, if placed in Africa, the Portuguese poor farmer without

work would soon become a burden to the state.39 ‘Colonisation’, as Armindo Monteiro put it,

‘is not a form of assistance’.40 

Colonial  elites  and  political  agents  in  other  colonial  powers  shared  Armindo

Monteiro’s  concerns  with  the  presence  of  ‘poor  whites’.  Ann  Laura  Stoler  has  worked

extensively  on the pliable  nature of colonial  categories,  drawing attention  to the complex

intersection between race, class, and gender in imperial contexts. 41 Poor whites were liminal

figures,  remaining  in  between  the  divide  between  colonisers  and  colonised.  Although

whiteness  in  itself  ‘accrued  legislative,  regulatory,  and  cultural  substance’  in  colonial

contexts, to use Angela Woollacott’s formulation,42 belonging to lower social strata weakened

the whiteness or Europeanness of the settler. Ultimately, whiteness would be assured not only

through skin colour but also through social status.  European colonisers adopted a variety of
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strategies to regulate lower class Europeans as a measure of social control to avoid potential

sources of degeneracy in  the colonial  context:  repatriation,  the creation of relief  funds or

efforts to rehabilitate this population through schooling or psychiatric treatment were amongst

them.43 As the problem reached its peak around the world in the 1930s as a consequence of

the economic crisis,  Estado Novo attempted to eliminate it at its root, sturdily limiting the

migration  towards  the  colonies  in  order  to  prevent  the  establishment  of  a  Portuguese

population that could be a menace for the self-preservation and prestige of colonial order.

Therefore, the model settler for Portuguese Africa that the state was willing to support was

well defined in official rhetoric: the colonial administrator and qualified technician, who were

prepared  to  rule  over  African  labourers.44 They were  the  ones,  it  was  argued,  who were

needed to develop Portuguese Africa and prepare it for receiving a surge of European farmers

in an undetermined future. 

To tackle population growth, unemployment and social  conflict in rural areas in the

metropole,  Estado  Novo’s  government  favoured  a  project  to  redistribute  the  afflicted

population throughout mainland Portugal rather than colonial settlement. Inspired by Italian

fascist  policies,  the  Board  for  Internal  Colonisation  (Junta de  Colonização  Interna) was

created in 1936.45 The plan was to move landless farmers from the northern provinces (Minho

and Trás-os-Montes) to the South (Alentejo), where large estates and the proletarianisation of

rural  labour  predominated,  increasing  cultivated  areas  and  crop  diversity.  It  entailed  the

creation  of  a  new  –  and  improved  –  sort  of  Portuguese  village:  the  similar  detached

farmhouses,  which  were  to  be  inhabited  by  young families,  were  part  of  a  well-planned

complex that included church, school and health facilities; from  health and hygiene to the

arable land and buildings’ exposure to elements, nothing was to be forgotten. As Maria Elisa

Silva noted, there was a sizeable gap between plans for internal colonisation and what was

accomplished with these policies.46 Despite the failure of agricultural settlements led by the
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Board for Internal Colonisation, they remained the model for settlement in Africa when the

Portuguese authorities felt compelled to intensify European settlement due to the international

decolonisation wave in the aftermath of the Second World War. 

The  first  state-sponsored  settlement  scheme  with  metropolitan  people  established

during the Estado Novo – the Cela Settlement – was located in Amboím highlands, in Angola.

It was the brainchild of agronomist engineer Ilídio Barbosa, who had completed his studies at

High Institute  of  Agronomy (Instituto  Superior  de  Agronomia).47 Barbosa  had  joined  the

Board for Internal Colonisation as a trainee before graduating, writing a final report on rural

housing in an Alentejo parish. In accordance with Salazarism’s ideology, Barbosa exalted the

role of the family not only as the basis upon which social organisation was built but also as

the  purest  and most  important  source  of  workforce  in  rural  societies.48 His  views on the

importance of house planning for family unity, societal cohesion and public order would later

inform his project for colonial settlement in Angola.

Ilídio Barbosa conceived the idea of 40 villages or hamlets for European families in

Cela, even though most of them were never completed.  Although the Cela settlement did not

receive its first settlers until 1953, it was to some extent an anachronism that had survived the

post-war  modernising  and  developmental  agenda  for  Africa  embraced  by  other  colonial

powers.49 The Cela settlement  was constructed around a small  town enlighteningly named

after  Santa  Comba  Dão,  the  village  where  Salazar  was  born.  It  was  intended  to  be  a

reproduction of the metropolitan rural space rather than a mere agglomeration of Portuguese

farmers in an African rural space: families of farmers were to be part of peasant communities

as similar to the metropolitan ones as possible. Consequently, houses assigned to each family

and  common  buildings  resembled  rural  habitations  planned  and  built  in  agricultural

settlements in the metropole.50 Settlers in Cela were provided with a farm of small dimensions

upon their arrival. They received seeds and animals, as well as farm implements. The latter
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were rudimentary:  plough oxen and bullock carts were provided instead of modern tractors.

Family members themselves were responsible for the cultivation of their parcel, as a family in

the metropole would do, and African labour was not allowed within the settlement.51 Keeping

Africans  out  of  the  European  settlement  would  facilitate  the  transplantation  of  the  rural

lifestyle from the racially unblemished metropolitan context to the colonies.

The creation of a racially segregated rural space in a settlement project that began in

the 1950s is surprising, considering the appropriation of Gilberto Freyre’s Lusotropicalism by

the Portuguese dictatorship for ideological purposes in the age of decolonisation.52 However,

it  was  a  key  point  in  the  Cela  settlement,  being  another  reminiscence  of  the  model  of

European settlement as it was idealised by Estado Novo’s political agents already in the 1930s

and 1940s. In fact, racial segregation had been one of the sticking points in the discussion of

the aforementioned  Vieira  Machado’s  failed  project  in  1939.  Backed  by  the  Benguela

Railway Company’s reports, the Corporative Chamber concluded that profitability was not

possible along the lines proposed by the minister because the workforce of a settler family

alone was not enough to assure significant earnings, especially considering that the soils in

the locations suitable for Europeans were not the most fertile in the colony and crops required

much effort.  It was argued that a settler  would not become attached to his land in Africa

unless  he  could  not  only  feed  his  family  but  also  have  some revenue  that  enhanced  his

prospects for social mobility.53 The view was shared by members of the High Council for the

Empire that analysed Vieira Machado’s bill. Moreover, they believed that racial segregation

was contrary to the Portuguese traditional  methods of colonisation,  which promoted close

contact between the coloniser and the colonised and the civilisation of the latter  by direct

influence.54 However, this close contact was a source of anxiety in itself for the Portuguese

authorities.
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Building a racially segregated rural space was predicated on the deep-rooted fear that

European settlers could degenerate in contact with the de-civilising influence of the colonised.

Ensuring  the  presence  of  European  women  would  reduce  the  opportunities  for  racial

miscegenation, assuring the birth of “pure” children and thus avoiding physical degeneration

of the Portuguese and preserving the centuries-old characteristics that made them unique.55 In

accordance  with the most  influential  trends  of  Eugenics  thought  in  the 1930s and 1940s,

miscegenation was rejected as biologically and socially dangerous: the offspring of Europeans

and Africans – the so-called  mestiços  – were mentally and physically weaker and unable to

fully integrate in either society.56 Yet, in the debate on European settlement, sexual encounters

between Europeans and African were not  the only possible  cause of degeneration:  it  was

argued  that  mere  access  to  African  labour  could  also  be  a  source  of  moral  and  social

degeneration. On the one hand, settlers with easy access to cheap labour could look down on

agriculture  as  a  job  for  inferior  races:  they  would  not  exploit  their  own land and would

succumb to laziness, giving a bad example to Africans. On the other hand, a settler who did

not  look  down  on  agriculture  would  work  shoulder  to  shoulder  with  African  labourers,

creating  a sense of racial  equality  that  did not and should not exist.  In short,  from these

perspectives, either idle or hardworking, a settler with easy access to cheap African labour

would create racial tensions between the coloniser and the colonised, disrupting the existing

colonial order. 57 

Moreover, arguments regarding the economic advantages of using African labour were

devalued:  profitability  was  not  the  most  significant  concern  in  Estado  Novo’s  model

settlement. It was based on small-scale family farms oriented for minimum profit rather than

for the maximisation of settlers’ revenue. Also here, the ideal agricultural settlement in the

colonies and agricultural settlements in the metropole followed similar logics.  Although the

settlement programmes in the two regions differed considerably in scope and effect, they were
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grounded on similar ideas of space but also on similar ideas of reproduction of social order:

the intent was to improve settlers’ general  wellbeing but without promoting settlers' social

mobility. That is to say, the aim was not to encourage the private pursuit of wealth and create

rich farmers, whose interests might clash with the ones of the ruling elite, but rather modest

farmers who loved and cared for their land.58 

Conclusion: Model Settlement and Model Portugueseness

In 1966, American political sociologist Barrington Moore Jr. introduced the concept of

catonism in his seminal analysis of the transition from agrarian societies to modern industrial

ones, Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: Lord and Peasant in the Making of the

Modern World. Catonism – named after the conservative Roman senator Cato the Elder –

refers to a complex of ideas drawn heavily on romantic protests against modern industrial

civilisation. It contrasts the atomised and disintegrated world of modern urban societies to the

organic life of the countryside, praising the virtues of peasant life:  its traditional religious

piety, its human warmth and, above all, its wholesomeness. Catonism has an anti-intellectual

and anti-foreign outlook: the hostility to both intellectuals and foreigners is justified on the

grounds  of  their  degenerate  influence  in  society.  While  talking  about  the  need  for  a

thoroughgoing moral regeneration by returning to healthy rural origins, catonism’s function is

to justify a repressive social order that supports the position of those in power.  Barrington

Moore Jr. stressed that catonism was an important component in twentieth-century fascism in

both Europe and Asia.59 Even though Portugal was not amongst Moore’s eight case studies,
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his  concept  of  catonism  has  been  rightfully  applied  to  Portugal  under  Estado  Novo by

sociologist Gideon Sjoberg.60

During the Portuguese dictatorship, a romanticised vision of rural life was eulogised as

the purest way of living, being an untouched repository of national traditions. 61 Rurality was

associated with a set of qualities that were frequently cherished in official propaganda and

presented  as  typical  of  the  Portuguese  character:  health,  vigour,  humbleness,  tirelessness,

modesty,  incorruptibility  and quietness.  On the other hand, urbanity was perceived as de-

nationalising  and disruptive  of  the  Portuguese  traditional  social  fabric.  Salazar  played an

important role in the promotion of this bucolic ideal of Portugueseness, which Luís Trindade

traces back to an enduring conservative literary movement that emerged in the 1890s.62 A

country man himself, he cultivated a public image of simplicity and aversion to luxury and

preached  the  virtue  of  the  rural  life,  as  well  as  the  evils  of  urban  life,  in  his  public

interventions. As he put it in an interview, total misery – in the sense of poverty and mental

affliction  alike – was a  ‘secretion  from progress':  it  was rarely  experienced in  traditional

peasant societies where ‘the land is a set table' and ‘natural solidarity' between community

members  protected the most disadvantaged. In the cities, he argued, ambition had distanced

men from nature and from each other.63 

Ideas and practices on European settlement in the colonies in the 1930s and 1940s

cannot be understood outside the anti-urban rhetoric and anti-modernising agenda of Estado

Novo’s catonism. While, for instance, the creation or reform of colonial  urban spaces was

already a cornerstone of social  engineering for power affirmation in the pre-World War I

French,  Belgian  or  British empires, 64 it  was  not  until  the  mid-1940s that  the  Portuguese

authorities created the Office for Colonial Urbanisation (Gabinete de Urbanização Colonial)

and started  investing  in  the  creation  of  cosmopolitan,  avant-garde  colonial  cities. 65 Even

though the increase in the number of Portuguese settlers in Africa after 1945 was mainly an
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urban phenomenon fuelled by the non-skilled population that Armindo Monteiro's tried to

debar after taking over the portfolio of the Colonies in 1931, the model settlement idealised in

Estado Novo was a rural one. 

Ideas and practises on European settlement in the colonies in the 1930s and 1940s

were thus closely related to  the regime’s conservative ideology about how the country was

and how it should remain in the future. On the one hand, Portugal was a country with a vast

colonial empire and by turning away from the empire the Portuguese would disrespect their

global calling to build and civilise new worlds; on the other hand, Portugal was a country

whose wealth rested on the contact  with the land and losing contact  with the agricultural

vocation of the Portuguese people was to lose sight of the ‘essential’ nation. By reproducing

metropolitan rural spaces in Africa in order to transplant what was perceived as the best part

of metropolitan  Portugal  – i.e.  the part  that  had not been contaminated  by modern urban

values – to the colonies,  Estado Novo’s political  elites  aimed to bring together  these two

contradictory and often conflicting views of Portugal and model Portugueseness.
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